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Abstract: A broadband and compact TE-pass/TM-stop polarizer is presented based on
hybrid plasmonic grating (HPG) on an x-cut Lithium-Niobate-on-isolator (LNOI) platform.
By comprehensively analyzing the effects of metal width on mode effective index, mode
similarity, and mode conversion, we demonstrate the structure with a narrow metal layer.
The simulation results indicate that the polarizer with a compact length of 9 µm achieves
an extinction ratio over 20 dB within the wavelength range from 1470 nm to 1700 nm. The
insertion loss is below 2.3 dB in C-band. Furthermore, the polarizer exhibits large fabrication
tolerance to current fabrication technology.

Index Terms: Polarizer, hybrid plasmonic grating, LNOI.

1. Introduction

Lithium-Niobate-on-isolator (LNOI) is a promising platform not only because of remarkable elec-
trooptic property, acousto-optic and nonlinear optical properties for integrated photonics as conven-
tional bulk LiNbO3, but also owing to its potential broad application in integrated optics with high in-
dex contrast, small footprint compared to bulk LiNbO3 and compatibility with available complemen-
tary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) fabrication process [1]–[3]. However, the performance of
the device base on LNOI extremely depends on the polarization due to the anisotropy characteristic
like bulk LN. Thus polarizers, which act as a filter to strip off an unexpected polarization, are
more fundamental and practical than other polarization handling devices such as polarization
splitters and polarization rotators on LNOI platform. The basic principle to design a polarizer is
to distinguish one polarization of propagation loss from others. Conventionally, the dielectric-based
polarizer has been developed to achieve high extinction ratio (ER) and low insertion loss (IL) [4]–[8].
These polarizers usually utilize shallow-etched waveguide or subwavelength grating waveguide to
accomplish large leakage loss. Such polarizers always suffer a large size, complicated structure,
and high sensitivity to fabrication. The reported polarizer on LNOI platform based on this strategy
reaches an ER as 25 dB with 1-mm-long, which is too long to integrate [8]. Additionally, the
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Fig. 1. 3D schematic of the proposed polarizer on LNOI platform and the cross-section of the HPG
region. The Si substrate is not shown here for clarity.

fabrication of LN bilayer waveguide is quite challenging, only a few results have been reported
[9]. Therefore, alternative schemes of polarizers are in great demand.

Fortunately, surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) can apply to polarization manipulation benefiting
from their natural polarization sensitivity and nanoscale confinement of the electronic field [10].
Various schemes of polarizers have been reported. For instance, the metal-insulator-metal (MIM)
structure is introduced to cut off one specific polarization [11]–[13]. The inherent difficulty in
using the current planer fabrication process cannot be ignored in these cases. Hybrid plasmonic
waveguide (HPW) is another solution to achieve polarizer with high ER, low IR [14], [15], and
novel materials [16], [17]. Hybrid plasmonic grating (HPG) is a more practical solution to realize
high-performance polarizers with interactions of reflection and mode mismatch [18]–[22]. However,
previous works are almost in the situation where the waveguide is strictly single-mode without
concerning higher-order modes introduced by the metal grating. As for LNOI platform, the realistic
waveguide is multi-mode due to the sloping ridge. Moreover, the effective indices of different modes
are in relatively low contrast, increasing the difficulty of polarization control and the device length.

In this paper, we present a wideband and compact TE-pass polarizer by exploiting a narrow HPG
on LNOI platform. By comprehensively analyzing the influence of metal width on mode effective
index, mode similarity, and mode conversion, the HPG selects a narrower metal width instead of
the width fully covering the waveguide. The simulation results indicate that the proposed polarizer
achieves an ER over 20 dB within the wavelength from 1470 nm to 1700 nm with a compact
length of 9 µm. The IL is below 2.3 dB in C-band. Moreover, the polarizer exhibits large fabrication
tolerance.

2. Structure and Analysis

Fig. 1 shows the proposed polarizer based on a 600 nm x-cut y-propagation LNOI platform,
involving a cross-section. The device comprises a 2 µm SiO2 isolation layer on Si substrate, above
which is a 300-nm-high ridge LN waveguide with a width of w1 = 1 µm and an inclination angle
θ = 70° with respect to z-axis. Above the LN layer is the Ag waveguide grating. It includes an N
periods Ag grating separated from the LN layer by a thin SiO2 layer with a hox in height. The main
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Fig. 2. The (a) neff, (b) propagation loss, (c) mode similarity with dielectric TE0 mode, and (d) mode
similarity with dielectric TM0 mode of supported modes as functions of metal width wm. The dashed
lines are at wm = 0.1 µm and wm = 0.86 µm. The insets are magnetic distributions at wm = 0.86 µm.
Here, hox = 40 nm and hm = 15 nm.

parameters of the Ag grating are the two widths wm1 and wm2, (wm1 > wm2), height hm, and duty
period L. Here we choose 0.5 as the duty cycle. Noted that the fundamental principle in our design:
The loss of TM mode should be much larger than that of TE mode. Owing to the HPG structure,
the polarization direction of the TM mode is identical to the excited SPPs mode, inducing a strong
reflection and large mode mismatch. On the contrary, the TE mode could pass through the HPG
smoothly.

Similar to the conventional Bragg grating, we can define k = �neff/(neffL) as the coupling
coefficient to character the reflection intensity, where �neff, neff, and L are the difference between
the mode effective index of the waveguide with different metal width, the mode effective index and
the duty period, respectively. Based on former work, a thin hox of SiO2 layer will induce not only a
large �neff, but also a small mode similarity. Here we first set hox = 40 nm and hm = 15 nm as an
example. Their specific influence on the performance of the polarizer will be discussed later. Using
the finite element method (FEM), we investigate some basic characteristics of the eigenmodes as
a function of metal width wm. The material refractive indices of LN, SiO2, and Ag at 1550 nm are
2.221 along x and y, 2.138 along z, 1.444, and 0.145+11.438i, respectively [23]. The results are
shown in Fig. 2.

As can been seen, though the parameters of the LN waveguide are widely used in reported
devices [24]–[26], there still exists a higher dielectric TE1 mode. Due to the SPPs, the magnetic
field is dragged towards the metal layer. When wm is larger than 0.1 µm, a new hybrid TM0 mode
with a large neff, and a high propagation loss occurs. The magnetic field of this hybrid TM0 mode
mainly locates beneath the Ag grating initially. This mode cannot be utilized when wm is small in
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Fig. 3. The (a) neff and (b) non-zero mode similarity between different modes in HPG region as functions
of hm. Here hox = 40 nm, wm1 = 0.86 µm, and wm2 = 0.1 µm.

the polarizer due to large neff and mode mismatch compared to TM0. Meanwhile, the initial three
modes begin to evolve as wm increases. The dielectric TE0 mode gradually converses to hybrid
TM1 mode with a rising neff and propagation loss. While the TM0 mode converses to hybrid TE1

mode as wm increases with a dropping neff. This evolution suppresses the original HTE1 mode
and makes it cut off when wm reaches 0.4 µm. As wm goes up to 0.44 µm, a new hybrid TM1

mode appears with a low neff. Thereafter, the neff.of the hybrid TM1 and hybrid TE0 modes tends to
equalize, accounting for the mode conversion between them.

To illustrate the mode evolution clearer, the mode similarity between hybrid modes and dielectric
fundamental modes is calculated, the results are shown in Fig. 2(c) and (d). Because the LN
ridge is not strictly vertical, there is an extra non-zero mode overlap ratio between hybrid TE0

and hybrid TM1, as well as between hybrid TM0 and hybrid TE1. Considering the high mode
similarity and low �neff when wm is large, a wide metal must be excluded. To avoid such
mode conversion, wm1 is selected as 0.86 µm, where the neff,tm1 reaches the maximum, as
well as the �neff reaches the minimum. Given that the descent curve of neff of TM0 mode
when wm is small, wm2 is selected as 0.1 µm, where a larger �neff can be obtained without
decreasing the mode similarity between the two TM0 modes much, marked as the dashed
lines. Noted that neff,TE0,wm1−neff,TE0,wm2<neff,TE0,wm1−neff,TM1,wm2, the mode conversion be-
tween TE0 and TM1 in the HPG region is negligible. Moreover, TM1 mode is not supported
by the dielectric LN ridge waveguide. The generated TM1 mode will dissipate soon. On the
contrary, neff,TM0,wm1−neff,TE1,wm2<neff,TM0,wm1−neff,TM0,wm2, indicating that TM0 converts to TE1

inevitably. When it occurs, a large �neff between the two modes will also lead to a strong reflection
at the interface, not to mention the loss originated from the small mode similarity. The ultimate
transmitted wave will be a combination of TM0 mode and TE1 mode. Due to neff and mode similarity
change slightly around wm1 and wm2, within a deviation of 50 nm, there is perfect robustness of
fabrication tolerance for the metal width.

By using the same method, the influence of metal height hm on neff and mode similarity is also
calculated, as shown in Fig. 3. With hm going up, the neff of four modes decrease rapidly first and
then gradually become stable, resulting in a small �neff. On the other hand, the sequence of hybrid
TE0 mode and hybrid TM1 exchange as hm increases. Meanwhile, a mode similarity between TE1

and TM0 drops drastically, and that between TM0 modes increases. If a large hm is chosen, the TE0

mode will convert to TM1 mode on a large scale, resulting in a high IL. Likewise, the performance
will be deteriorated, resulting from the mode conversion between TM0 and TE1 with a small hm.
Therefore, hm = 15 nm is selected to minimize unnecessary mode conversion as a compromise.
Also, a thin metal layer is easy to fabricate by lift-off technology.

Before the overall transmission simulation, the duty period of the HPG should be fixed. According
to the condition of Bragg reflection [27]:

qλ = (nef f1 + nef f2)Lq (1)
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where q is the order of the Bragg reflection, λ is set as 1550 nm, Lq is the q-order duty period
corresponding to q. A lower q will cause a compact footprint and strong reflection, and yet the
fabricating difficulty will increase and the loss of TM mode will decline, suggesting a larger period
number N is in need. Hence, we select q = 2 and yield L = 1.66 µm to balance fabrication feasibility,
transmission, and footprint. Additionally, considering that the neff of TE0 and TM0 is quite close, the
neff1+neff2 for TE0 mode of a small wm1 is much larger than that of a large one, where the metal
totally covers the LN layer. The performance of the polarizer won’t be deteriorated by a strong
reflection of TE0 mode.

3. Results and Discussion

3D Finite-Difference-Time-Domain (FDTD) method is carried out to simulate the transmission
profile. Here we have set hox = 40 nm, hm = 15 nm, wm1 = 0.86 µm, and wm2 = 0.1 µm. In
our simulation, the period number is selected as N = 6 because it is the smallest N when the
minimum transmission of TM0 mode is lower than −30 dB. First, we investigate the transmission
of TE0 and TM0 with different duty periods, where the optimum wavelength locates in the C-Band.
When L = 1.64 µm, the transmission of TM0 mode is as low as −35 dB at 1535 nm, where the
transmission of TE0 mode is −2.2 dB. The obvious drop of both modes over 1600 nm is due to
the metal absorption. The ER keeps over 20 dB within the wavelength range of (1470, 1700) nm.
The output wave can be described as a summation of a series of orthogonal eigenmodes {Em, Hm}
[19]:

⇀

Eout =

∑
m

am
⇀
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⇀

Hout =

∑
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am
⇀

Hm (2)

where the mode expansion coefficient am can be expressed as follows:
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∗
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For TM0 input, we can decompose the output light into TM0 and TE1 modes, as Fig. 4(a) shows.
TM0 mode is predominant in the output when the wavelength is shorter than 1500 nm, while TE1 is
leading when the wavelength is larger than 1600 nm, and the output is a superposition of two modes
within (1500, 1600) nm. Fortunately, the fraction of TE1 is too little to influence the performance of
other on-chip devices. As for TE0 input, the output light is complete TE0 mode without others.

Besides, the reflection spectrums of the polarizer are shown in Fig. 4. Overall, the reflection of
TM0 mode is higher than that for TE0 mode. For both modes, the reflection is relatively strong in
the wavelength range of (1400, 1580) nm because out of a large �neff and the plasmonic modes
stimulated by reflected lights. The spikes and troughs correspond well between the reflection and
transmission function, indicating the reflection plays a major role in this wavelength range. On the
contrary, the decrease of reflection accounts for the dominant effect of metal loss resulting from the
refractive index of Ag in the bandwidth of (1580, 1800) nm. Furthermore, the power propagation
profile is depicted. It can be seen that the TM0 mode attenuated rapidly, and the mode conversion
to TE1 at the interface of the HPG. While TE0 mode passes through the HPG with little loss and
reflection. The following discussion will be based on L = 1.64 µm.

Here we define ER and IL as ER = −10log(PTM/PTE) and IL = −10log(PTE/Pin) to evaluate
the performance of the proposed polarizer, where PTM, PTE, and Pin are the output power when
TM mode injected, TE mode injected, and the input power. It is worth noting that the PTM contains
parts of TE1 mode.

The height of the oxide layer, hox, also has a significate impact on the performance of the
polarizer. With the accuracy of the sputtering into consideration, the sensitivity to the hox should
be carried out. As shown in Fig. 5, the optimum wavelength goes down when hox increases. The
ER reaches the highest to 32 dB as hox = 40 nm and stays higher than 15 dB within our simulated
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Fig. 4. Simulated (a) transmission of TM, (b) transmission of TE, (c) reflection of TM, (d) reflection of
TE with different duty periods L as functions of wavelength. (e) and (f) are the power propagation profile
of the proposed polarizer for TM and TE mode at λ = 1535 nm, here L = 1.64 µm.

bandwidth. On the other hand, there is a positive correlation between IL and hox. The IL in C-band
is still lower than 3 dB when hox is within (25, 55) nm. Whereas the increasing IR with smaller hox,
the oxide layer should be deposited cautiously.

It is not easy to manipulate the profile of the LN ridge waveguide precisely during the sophis-
ticated fabrication process. The tolerance of the polarizer to the LN layer is investigated. The
waveguide width, w1, is closely related to the mask and etching conditions. There is usually a slight
difference between the actual width and the desired one. A larger w1, which is easier to fabricate,
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Fig. 5. The (a) ERs and (b) ILs of the proposed polarizer as functions of wavelength with different hox.

Fig. 6. ERs and ILs as functions of (a) waveguide width w1 and (b) inclination angle θ of the LN layer
of the proposed polarizer.

Fig. 7. ER and IL as functions of misalignment along z axis �z.

will raise the mode mismatch for both modes, resulting in larger ER and IL. But it supports more
eigenmodes simultaneously. Since the simulated results at different w1 are nearly parallel to each
other, Fig. 6 depicts the ER and IL at 1535 nm for simplicity. The ER always exceeds 31 dB, while
the IL has a liner ascent to 2.5 dB when w1 reached 1.1 µm. The performance is acceptable as w1

varies.
In our initial assumption, the inclination angle of the LN ridge is 70°, a reasonable angle for

current fabrication technology. Nonetheless, the inclination angle is also hard to anticipate since
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Fig. 8. The fabrication process of the proposed polarizer.

the ridge surface tends to redeposition of LiF during the process when LN is milled by a mix of
fluorine and Ar plasma [28], [29]. Therefore, the effect of the inclination angle on the polarizer is
considered. Here the θ varies from 60° to 80°. It can be concluded that the performance becomes
higher when θ gets larger, and the ER keeps over 31.5 dB while the IL keeps below 2.4 dB. This
is because when the ridge gets steeper, both the TE and TM mode distributions are more uniform
along the x-axis, leaving non-orthogonal electrical components less around the slope. Thus, the
effect of HPG is stronger for a better momentum match. Nevertheless, the performance of the
polarizer does not deteriorate severely when θ varies.

During the sputtering of the metal, the deviation along the y-axis can be erased. But the
misalignment of the metal and the center of the LN ridge is inevitable the overlay of electron beam
lithography (EBL). When such asymmetric hybrid structure occurs, TE0 and TM0 modes will rotate
to each other because of mode-interference [30]–[32]. The influence of the z misalignment, �z is
calculated as well. Considering this rotation, the output light is a combination of TE0, TM0, and TE1

mode no matter what the input mode is. Fortunately, owing to the compact size of the polarizer, the
performance of the polarizer hardly degenerates when �z is below 50 nm, a quite large fabrication
error. The ER can stay higher than 30.5 dB while the IL only increases 0.04 dB. The variation of ER
and IL represents the rotation fraction when TE0 or TM0 mode is injected, respectively. The slight
fraction of conversed modes, less than 10−2, will not affect the subsequent devices.

4. Fabrication Feasibility

The fabrication process is depicted in Fig. 8. The negative tone resist, hydrogen silsesquioxane
(HSQ), is select as the mask, followed by EBL to pattern the waveguide. The LN layer is etched
with CHF3 and Ar plasma in an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) system. The SiO2 thin spacer
layer is formed by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). Then PMMA, a positive
resist is spin-coated. After the second EBL process, the 15 nm-thick Ag layer is sputtered. By proper
lift-off process, the HPG region is fabricated. Finally, the SiO2 cladding is deposited by PECVD.

5. Conclusion

In summary, a broadband and compact TE-pass polarizer on LNOI platform is theoretically demon-
strated. A comprehensive simulation has been conducted to analyze the influence of metal width
on mode effective index, mode similarity, and mode conversion. We select two narrower metal
width wm1 = 0.86 µm and wm2 = 0.1 µm in the HPG instead of the wider one fully covering
the waveguide to enhance the performance. For a 9-µm-long polarizer, the simulation results
indicate that it achieves an ER from 15 to 33 dB within the wavelength of (1400, 1700) nm. The
corresponding IL is from 1.8 to 3.4 dB. Furthermore, it exhibits a large fabrication tolerance to the
metal layer as well as the LN layer. The high performance and compact size will make the proposed
polarizer a potential choice for integrated photonics on LNOI platform.
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